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Abstract

We present a new mechanical design for a compact three degrees-of-freedom joint mechanism. This joint
design is ideal for use in robotic devices, especially hyper-redundant or snake-like robots. This joint exhibits
an unprecedented range of motion: the origin of a coordinate frame attached to the output link of the joint
can move on a spherical cone whose apex angle is 120� and this coordinate frame can be rotated around an
axis passing through its origin and the center of the sphere. Moreover, the joint is optimized for strength,
compactness and accuracy. These characteristics are verified by exploring the magnitude of the wrenches
and errors that the joint can produce in its effective workspace. Finally, we present a mechatronic integra-
tion of four of our joints to construct a 12 degrees-of-freedom spatial hyper-redundant robot.
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1. Introduction

Snake-like robots, technically termed as hyper-redundant robots, are, as their name suggests,
elongated robotic devices that are designed to mimic their biological counterparts not only in
shape but also in functionality. These types of robots are highly maneuverable, have inherent high
mechanical redundancy, and are flexible. This allows such robots to easily maneuver through
complex environments cluttered with many obstacles when compared to conventional robots.
Generally, hyper-redundant robots are constructed by connecting several rigid links via robotic
joints. Thus, designing a highly maneuverable and strong, yet compact, robotic joint is the main
mechanical design challenge for constructing hyper-redundant robots.
Designing a three-dimensional hyper-redundant robot impacts several design choices for the ro-

botic joint. At the very least, the robotic joint should be strong enough to produce high torque to
counteract not only the static loads due the robot�s own weight but also the dynamic loads pro-
duced by the robot�s spatial motions. Moreover, since snake robots have a serial kinematic struc-
ture, any external load will be resisted by all joints throughout the snake robot as opposed to
parallel kinematic structures where the external loads are divided among several limbs. This high
strength requirement should not add to the joint�s size and weight. Moreover, the joint should
have high maneuverability to demonstrate complex motions and attain small radii of curvature.
Finally, each of the joints should have a reasonable speed of motion. Our joint design satisfies all
the above conflicting requirements.
A three-dimensional section view of our joint can be seen in Figs. 1 and 2. The basic mechanical

components of our joint are two connected angular shafts. Rotating these shafts will produce a
conic motion. By coordinating the rotation of these two shaft we can get useful degrees-of-free-
dom: in-plane bending, orienting. These degrees-of-freedom will be explained in more details later
in the paper. Moreover, the joint uses three motors: Motor 1 actuates angular shaft 1 directly,
Motor 2 actuates angular shaft 2 via an angular bevel gear train, and Motor 3 directly controls
an additional twisting degree-of-freedom (Fig. 2). The angular bevel gear train not only reduces

Fig. 1. A section view of our joint showing the wire passage.
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